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ABSTRACT
It is becoming increasingly more necessary that speech
recognition systems contain an accurate lexicon, consisting of
likely word pronunciations that actually occur within a given
domain. Given the increasing size of speech databases, it would
appear that data driven approaches are best suited to derive
such pronunciations. Presently, however, such an approach
often introduces implausible pronunciations, resulting in a
higher degree of confusability within the decoder. In this paper,
we outline a novel data driven approach which aims to improve
the quality of extracted word pronunciations through the
removal of co-articulation effects and acoustic model
misclassifications from the speech data. A number of selection
constraints are additionally employed to exclude any
improbable pronunciation alternatives. Initial experiments have
shown that the approach does indeed provide plausible
pronunciation alternatives without introducing improbable
pronunciations.

1. INTRODUCTION
Undeniably the lexicon is one of the main sources of knowledge
within a speech recognizer, but yet it is often neglected.
Arguably, a lexicon solely consisting of canonical
pronunciations may have proved sufficient for early speech
recognition systems, however, for present day systems dealing
with spontaneous or conversational speech this is not the case.
Spontaneous speech effects have been well documented, e.g.
[1]. Such effects entail that certain words are observed to have a
varied range of pronunciations. Evidently, the accuracy with
which the lexicon models different word pronunciations has a
direct bearing upon the overall effectiveness of the decoder.
Initially, expert driven approaches were used to improve the
lexicon quality, whereby a linguist would augment the lexicon
with alternative pronunciations extracted from a body of speech.
However, as the quantity of speech data employed by speech
recognition systems substantially increased, the use of expert
driven approaches became less feasible, leading to the
introduction of data driven approaches. Typically, data driven
approaches derive pronunciations by mapping expected word
sequences onto recognized phone sequences (i.e. an expected
phone sequence is built up from a concatenation of canonical
pronunciations of the expected word sequence, which is then
mapped onto the recognized phone sequence via a DP process).
All observed pronunciations of a given word are then collected,
and those pronunciations that occur with sufficient frequency
are added to the lexicon. Typical examples can be found in
[2,3].

Whilst data driven approaches can be readily applied to large
speech databases the quality of the alternative pronunciations
produced by such systems may be relatively poor when
compared to those determined by a linguist [4]. There is also a
tendency that either too few or too many pronunciation
alternatives are proposed [4], providing the decoder with suboptimal search constraints.
The goal of this paper is to outline a novel data driven approach
that aims to derive accurate pronunciation alternatives without
consequentially introducing any implausible pronunciations.
Linguistically, pronunciations differing from the canonical can
be ascribed to either intra- or inter-word variations (see Figure
1). Inter-word variations are due to effects such as coarticulation, whereby the surrounding phone context can lead to
phone insertions, deletions or substitutions. Intra-word
variations arise as people with different regional accents, etc.,
tend to pronounce certain words differently. Importantly, a third
source of variation arises from acoustic model misclassification,
i.e. an HMM may delete, insert or substitute phones. Although
acoustic misclassification has no bearing on how words are
actually pronounced, it may nevertheless predictably mutate the
recognized phone sequences (e.g. the acoustic models may
readily confused the /n/ and /m/ phones).
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Figure 1. Simple block diagram of inter- and intra-word
pronunciation variation and acoustic misclassification.
In [5], Sloboda outlines a system which employs an HMM
phone confusion matrix in order to remove alternative
pronunciations which can be ascribed to simple acoustic
misclassification of a canonical pronunciation. We describe an
approach that can be viewed as an extension of this idea,
whereby co-articulation effects and acoustic misclassifications
are probabilistically removed from the observed phone
transcripts in order to provide pronunciations solely due to intraword variations. Furthermore, through the application of various
selection constraints it is possible to reduce the number of
implausible pronunciations.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2
brief details are given of earlier work concerning the modeling
of co-articulation effects and acoustic misclassifications. In
section 3 an outline is given of how pronunciation alternatives
may be extracted, both in terms of the removal of co-articulation
and acoustic misclassification and also pronunciation selection
constraints. Finally, in section 4 some experimental results are
presented.

2. MODELLING OF CO-ARTICULATION
EFFECTS AND ACOUSTIC
MISCLASSIFICATIONS
Central to the approach outlined in this paper is the ability to
derive statistical information concerning co-articulation effects
and acoustic misclassification. Such statistics are valuable in
themselves, and can be readily applied within the decoder to
take into account the various ways co-articulation may effect a
word pronunciation or the likely errors which the acoustic
model may introduce. Given that co-articulation and acoustic
misclassification tend not to be word dependent, but rather at
best dependent upon the surrounding phone context, it is
desirable that they be modeled separately from lexical word
pronunciations.
Previous research by the authors, e.g. [6], has provided a data
driven method through which co-articulation and acoustic
misclassification can be modeled, i.e. individual phone mutation
(insertion, deletion or substitution) probabilities dependent upon
a surrounding phone context are derived. For example, the
probability of /ae/ being deleted given a left and right phone
context of /d/ and /er/ respectively can be determined. Note that
the probabilities of correctly identifying phones are also
determined, i.e. match probabilities.

3. GENERATION OF PRONUNCIATION
ALTERNATIVES
The proposed method of generating alternative pronunciations
can be separated into two processes. Firstly, removal of coarticulation and acoustic misclassification effects. Secondly,
application of additional selection constraints in order to remove
any improbable pronunciations. In practice, both processes are
employed in conjunction with one another.

3.1 Removal
of
Co-articulation
Misclassification Effects

The generation of alternative pronunciations can be separated
into three stages, as shown in Figure 2. The process assumes the
availability of a base lexicon, which is to be augmented with
alternative pronunciations drawn from a quantity of acoustically
transcribed speech (i.e. as recognized by an HMM).
Stage 1 Word Segmentation

(1)

where fm is the frequency with which the phone mutation
occurred for a given surrounding phone context, fc the total
number of times the context was observed irrespective of any
insertions, deletions or substitutions, and α is a weighting term
used to lower the probabilities when the context occurs
infrequently. A set of baseline probabilities are used under
which no mutation probability can fall, catering for those cases
where no instances were observed.
The outlined iterative procedure is repeated until the
probabilities converge or a set number of iterations have passed.
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The phone mutation probabilities are collected through an
iterative procedure. On the first iteration a flat set of
probabilities are assumed (e.g. all deletions are given the same
starting probability). Each iteration uses a DP mapping
procedure in conjunction with the mutation probabilities to map
recognized phone transcripts onto expected phone transcripts.
At the end of each iteration the mutation probabilities are
modified, depending upon how frequently they were employed,
as follows:
−α
Probabilitym = f m × (1 − e f c )
fc
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Figure 2. The three proposed stages of alternative
pronunciation generation.

A breakdown of the stages shown in Figure 2 follows:
Stage 1. The first stage involves segmenting the observed phone
sequence into phone strings corresponding to word
pronunciations. This is accomplished through the application of
a DP mapping between the observed phone transcript and the
expected phone sequence built up from a concatenation of
pronunciations as predicted by the base lexicon. In the case
where several expected phone sequences can be formed, i.e. the
base lexicon contains multiple pronunciations of a word, then
the expected sequence that produces the best DP match with the
observed phone sequence is employed.
Stage 2. The second stage aims to probabilistically remove the
effects of co-articulation and HMM misclassifications. The
process is probabilistic as it uses the phone mutation statistics
(as outlined in section 2) to construct probabilistic
pronunciations of an observed word pronunciation. Hence, for a
given utterance of a word, a further list of pronunciations is
generated representing possible utterances which were then
subjected
to
co-articulation
effects
and
acoustic
misclassifications. For example, an observed pronunciation of
the word ‘ran’ might be /r/ /aa/ /n/. Two probabilistic
pronunciations of this word are /r/ /ae/ n/, representing the case
where /aa/ has been substituted for /ae/, and /r/ /aa/ /n/ where the
utterance has been correctly recognized and not subject to coarticulation.
It is necessary to impose a number of constraints throughout this
stage in order to restrict the number of probabilistic
pronunciations which are generated. In particular, any phone
mutation probabilities which fall under a predefined minimum
threshold are not applied. Furthermore, it is assumed that a
given word pronunciation cannot be subject to more than a
certain maximum number of mutations (the maximum is
determined as a constant value plus a variable amount
dependent upon the number of phones in the pronunciation).
The probabilistic expansion is applied to all pronunciations of a
given word, over all words in the lexicon for which a certain
minimum number of pronunciations of that word can be
collected (in order to ensure statistically meaningful results). At
the end of this stage, the probabilistic pronunciations of each
word are accumulated together.
Stage 3. The final stage aims to select, for a given word, those
pronunciation alternatives which are significant from the
accumulated lists of probabilistic pronunciations. In order to do
this it is not only necessary to consider the number of
occurrences of a possible alternative pronunciation but also the
probabilities of those occurrences, i.e. a pronunciation with a
high probability is considered more significant than a
pronunciation with a lower probability.
As shown in Figure 2, the probability mass of word W with
probabilistic pronunciations PronWi (i:1…N), is determined as
follows:

ÿ Prob( PronW )
i

(2)

PronWi

Any pronunciations of a word, whose probability mass accounts
for more than a predefined percentage of the summed
probability mass of all pronunciations of that word, is
considered to be a significant pronunciation. This can be further

constrained by requiring that significant pronunciations must
occur a certain minimum number of times. The probability mass
associated with a pronunciation provides a means of estimating
the likelihood of that variant.
The above process permits significant word pronunciations to be
extracted. There are a number of different options available as to
how the significant pronunciations are combined with the
starting lexicon. In principle, the outlined approach could be
used to generate an entirely new lexicon, if given sufficient data.
In practice, any alternative pronunciations classified as
significant will be added to the existing base lexicon.

3.2 Constraining the Selection of Significant
Pronunciation Alternatives.
The process as outlined above will remove co-articulation
effects and acoustic misclassifications from the observed
pronunciations. However, an unwelcome side effect is that
pronunciations not subjected to such phenomena may have coarticulation effects or acoustic misclassifications added. This can
lead to the introduction of spurious, poor pronunciation
alternatives.
For example, a trained speaker may clearly pronounce the word
‘and’ as predicted by the base lexicon, e.g. /ae/ /n/ /d/. Should
the phone mutation statistics give a high probability that /n/ and
/m/ can be confused, then a likely, but unwanted alternative
pronunciation will be /ae/ /m/ /d/. Such behavior can be largely
removed through the use of additional selection constraints, as
follows:
•

Any observed pronunciation of a word that exactly matches
an existing base lexicon pronunciation should not undergo
the expansion outlined in stage 2. Presumably such
pronunciations have no co-articulation, etc. to remove.

•

Any alternative pronunciations produced at the end of stage
3 which are sufficiently similar (as defined below) to
existing base lexicon pronunciations are considered to be
simply an utterance of the base lexicon item subjected to
co-articulation effects or acoustic misclassification. As
such, they are discarded, and not added to the lexicon. As
an aside, the use of the phone mutation probabilities during
decoding will ensure that such pronunciations are likely to
be mapped onto the correct lexical pronunciation.

•

Any two alternative pronunciations of a given word which
are sufficiently similar (as defined below) will be collapsed
to the most significant of the two pronunciations. The
combination can be made in terms of which pronunciation
has the largest probability mass, or alternatively, the largest
number of occurrences.

For the purposes of constraining the pronunciation alternatives,
a DP mapping can be used to determine if one pronunciation
might simply arise from co-articulation variation or acoustic
misclassification of another pronunciation. In particular, one
pronunciation is considered similar to another if more than a
certain percentage of the DP phone mappings have a probability
over a predefined threshold.

The results presented here are measured in terms of metrics that
attempt to more clearly divorce the effects of the decoding
system from measured lexical performance. In particular, two
metrics are employed; the first measures the performance (in
%word accuracy) of mapping recognized phone sequences onto
the corresponding expected phone sequences; the second
measures the increase in lexical confusability (in terms of how
many valid word hypothesis, other than the expected, are
introduced). The metrics can be more precisely defined as
follows:
%word mapping accuracy: Given a quantity of recognized
phonetic transcripts and a set of expected word sequences, a
segmentation is firstly performed to segment the phonetic
sentence transcripts into recognized word pronunciations.
If a segmented word pronunciation correctly maps onto any
lexical pronunciation of the expected word, then a successful
mapping is recorded. However, the phone mutation statistics
can also be applied to predict likely-co-articulation or acoustic
misclassifications. For a given phone sequence, the n most
likely phonetic interpretations of that phone sequence can be
derived. Should any of the n-best sequences map onto an
expected lexical entry, then a correct mapping is recorded.
By varying n it is possible to simulate decoders of different
search complexity. Evidently, the more accurate the phone
mutation statistics, the lower the value n must assume.
Lexical confusability: Lexical confusion can likewise be
measured given the above framework. In particular, for an nbest list of expanded phone sequences, if any phone sequences
map onto lexical entries other than the expected - and have a
higher rank than the expected mapping - then they are
considered as lexical confusions, i.e. a valid word hypothesis
that must be excluded within the decoder using other
knowledge sources.
Based on the use of the above two metrics, results have been
collected for the WSJ and Timit databases. In both cases monophone acoustic models were employed, thereby ensuring a
considerable degree of phonetic variation within the transcripts
(52% phone recognition accuracy for WSJ and 56% for Timit).
The baseline system consisted of a canonical lexicon. This was
then aided through the use of phone mutation statistics and
finally augmented with new lexical pronunciations. Results for
the WSJ and Timit databases follow (an n value of 25 was used
throughout all experiments).

%Word
Mapping
Accuracy

Increase in
lexical
confusability

Baseline
Baseline + Phone
mutation statistics
Augmented lexicon +
Phone mutation statistics

19

--

38

184%

47

263%

Baseline
Baseline + Phone
mutation statistics
Augmented Lexicon +
Phone mutation statistics

23

--

41

170%

55

212%

Database/Model

Timit

The difficulties associated with lexical assessment techniques,
mostly in terms of comparability and applicability, have been
soundly discussed elsewhere [7]. The problems are
understandable; in order to test the effectiveness of knowledge
relating to likely word pronunciation it is necessary to apply that
knowledge to a particular recognition task. Evidently, the
efficiency with which the knowledge is applied, coupled with
the difficulty of the recognition task have a direct bearing upon
the overall reported performance.

Table 1 – Lexical performance and confusability for
WSJ and Timit databases, n = 25

WSJ

4. RESULTS

5. SUMMARY
In conclusion, the experimental findings have shown that the
phone mutation probabilities (modeling co-articulation effects
and acoustic misclassifications), when used in conjunction with
the alternative pronunciations, provide a capable means of
determining how a word is likely to be pronounced. This
increase is at the expense of more lexical confusability,
however, additional analysis of the results has shown that a
language model can exclude lexically confusable items in the
majority of cases.
The authors are presently extending this research towards the
use syllabic data. For example, the outlined alternative
pronunciation procedure may be improved by introducing
syllable level constraints (with regards to the location of coarticulation errors within the syllable, word-rule formation, etc.).
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